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About This Content

Natural Tree Environment X is a realistic vegetation texture package which replaces all the auto-gen trees with detailed and
realistic ones in FSX: Steam Edition.

With over 170 new and detailed realistic tree textures in high definition that greatly enhance your auto-gen tree experience in
FSX: Steam Edition, Natural Tree Environment X instantly changes the appearance of cities, forests, rainforests, jungles,

mountains, savannas and the countryside.

Whether you are flying over a rainforest in South America or over a small town in Europe, you will see new and realistic
vegetation during spring, summer, autumn and winter.

Natural Tree Environment X is compatible with both default and add-on scenery, and will automatically be implemented in
FSX: Steam Edition once downloaded.

Features

Over 170 new tree textures in high definition

New trees for spring, summer, autumn and winter

Improves the appearance of all auto-gen trees around the world
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Of the two Steam trees add-ons, this is the better of the two. The trees look more realistic and appropriate for the environment.
Anything is an improvement over the game's default trees, which look like they are dying.. better than the google maps trees that
they were. I'm a fan of this DLC.

I spend most of my flightsimming time shooting instrument approaches or bouncing in the pattern at my local municipal airport,
and this DLC is great for low-altitude flyers like me. By replacing the unremarkable stock trees with a more attractive
alternative, this add-on improves the overall flightsimming experience.

Oh, and it didn't hit my framerates at all. Natural Tree Environment X is a winner.. Enhanced Greens, noticeble difference after
installing, good DLC.. its worth! trees are awesome!. It does make the trees look more realistic... Now, when you screw up a
take-off, as you crash thru the tree's, they look better.... Not worth the money.. There is a positive impvovement in tree
rendering, which, though subtle, is readily noticable. Additionally there is no frame rate impact, and everything works
seamlessly with the FSX Global Scenary DLC. I would therefore recommend this DLC as part of an overall enhancement to
FSX. The DLC is good value for money, which is a further plus.. although i love this game,but i had to say,i can't find any
different when i intell this DCL.. I'm very happy with those trees. They look indeed very natural to me. Those trees also look
great when flying at low altitude.
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The trees look slightly better, somewhat more "solid" or voluminous, but for my taste (and environment, EKCH) the
improvement is only marginal.. Good add-on with Orbx HD trees. If you like low-altitude flying or in remote areas \/ forests
then definitely consider giving this a go. The change is not hugely dramatic, but to me was a noticeable improvement, and no
impact on FPS or performance. Maybe wait until it's on sale.. i feel it was worth the price... it enhances the world in the way i
wanted it enhanced.. Very nice Add-On, it changing the world for the better.
But you must choose one of two additions: this Add-On & "FTX Trees HD Add-On"
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=601695267. i see no difference with this mod installed. cant even
find where it was installed. no files are different.... First thing's first
I bought this game on the Summer Sale, for 50% off, and would not buy this at the full price, given the quality
That said, at $6, this is a decent addon. I certainly would not call this a must-have, however, since I would only recommend this
to people that love flying low, and especially in slower aircraft, such as the Cessna 172, who love flying around and looking at
the scenery. This is not for people that only love flying fast and high, such as in a fighter jet, or in a commercial airliner.

To get an idea, you will notice a slight difference while flying at about 5000 feet in a typical airliner, however this addon only
really stands out if you love flying in slower speed, closer-to-the-ground aircraft, in which case this WILL actually enhance the
look of the scenery without reducing performance. The images given above, for the addon is what you will see when flying
those types of aircraft, but you will honestly not really notice a difference if you're flying +5,000 feet above the ground.

I suggest buying this when it's on sale, since I would certainly not consider this to be a $12 addon.. I can\u00b4t make this works
at all. There are a lot of happy trees.. not good at all..
not better than origial, ad add some trees in middle of roads and runways..
still trying to uninstall :(
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